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BCX ULTRA FEATURES:

and this can be seen thru our wide variety of apparatuses, ease of use, and ... The BCX Ultra gives you the ability to research and do your own testing. ..... wave gives the body a chance to recognize, make adjustments for, and eventually ignore ... keep this in mind when you are running sweeping so make sure you know the ... 
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The BCX Ultra® rife machine is a bi-product of over 21 yrs of research & manufacturing (USA made). Every year we spend thousands in research using the latest technology and this can be seen thru our wide variety of apparatuses, ease of use, and functionality yet allowing the flexibility to do advanced research. Our (BCX Ultra) approach to our rife machine designs is to use Royal Rife’s technology and build/add on taking advantage of the advancements in the latest technology. If Royal Rife was alive today we believe his rife devices would not look like 1930′s or 1950's technology but would have advanced along with newer technologies. Other's philosophy is to mimic as close to possible Royal Rife’s technology. A perfect example is with digital technology we are now able to use different wave types to deliver frequencies. Square waves, commonly used in modern devices, could not be produced by the older equipment. The BCX Ultra has a carrier frequency so that the audio frequency can piggyback (carried) by the RF frequency (the carrier) causing the frequencies to penetrate deeper and farther. The BCX Ultra gives you the ability to research and do your own testing. The BCX Ultra uses both methods (induction & conduction) of delivery. A fundamental difference between the BCX Ultra and most other Rife type devices is the way that they generate waveforms.



BCX ULTRA FEATURES: ▪ 1236 Pre-Stored Programs for many common conditions ▪ Frequency & Carrier Wave run 1 Hz - 4MHz & runs Rife's Original Frequencies. Carrier Wave can be on or off.



▪ 



Sophisticated SWEEP Carrier & Frequency & more..



▪ Wide Variety of Accessories (plug&play, run 1 to 3):



▪256 Empty Programs to store your own frequencies. ▪ Gating or Pulsing: yes, variable ▪ Duty Cycle: 1 to 100% ▪ 



CHAINING: Select multiple programs to run per session.



▪ WAVE FORMS: An exciting range square, sine, pulsating square, triangle & more for advanced



 Hand-held Ray Tubes (1Hz-100,000 Hz)  Electrodes - metal cylinders, metal footplates, gel patches (1Hz - 4 MillionHz)



 High Powered Beam Tubes (now 150w, 1 Hz - 4 MHz)  Vortex - directional to concentrate the energy more in one



spot, either touching the body or be held just off the body (50W, 45,000HZ)  PEMF Body Frequency Matt just plug in to the BCX Ultra unit, Pulsed Electromagnetic Field therapy, run frequencies while you are sleeping (20w,10hz-10Khz), no body matt is this strong or runs this range of frequencies! Run Rife frequencies while receiving PEMF therapy.  Doug Coil (coming soon) just plug in to the BCX Ultra unit



research



▪ With over 20yrs producing Rife Machines starting w Biotec 2000, BCX211/BCX411 ▪ WHY BCX ULTRA? & FAQs?s ▪ Warranty: 2 yrs For detailed TECHNICAL SPECS click for 'Specs' ...



▪ Unlimited Customer Support & access to our professional practitioners ▪ See how simple it is to run a Pre-Stored Program Demo Video (sampling of BCX Ultra functionality) ▪ Money-back guarantee: 60 days, 10% restock fee



BCX ULTRA PRODUCT PACKAGES & ACCESSORIES: BCX Ultra power unit is very simple and flexible. It runs stand-alone with no need to hook up to a computer. It is both the frequency generator and amplifier. The BCX Ultra unit controls all our accessories with no change in software or additional hardware. It is that simple! All you need to do is select what apparatuses you would like. We offer combination packages for additional savings. Refer below to the different apparatuses offered.



PACKAGES: (Choose A Package) Standard Package:



Std + PEMF Matt Package:



$2,695 BCX Ultra unit



Frequency Generator & 18w Amplifier Can be used anywhere in the world.



Included Accessories:



w (4) Std. Hand-held Accessories: ♦ Hand-held Ray Tubes (30w, Noble Gas) ♦ Metal Footplates, ♦ Metal Cylinders hand held, ♦ Gel Pads



$3,450 BCX Ultra unit Included Accessories:



Vortex Package:



w PEMF Body Rife Matt + (4) Std. Hand-held Accessories: ♦ Hand-held Ray Tubes (30w, Noble Gas) ♦ Metal Footplates, ♦ Metal Cylinders hand held, ♦ Gel Pads ♦ PEMF Body Rife Matt (20w,10Khz) uses PEMF therapy



$3,295 BCX Ultra unit Included Accessories:



HPPCM2 BEAMTUBE PACKAGE:



Frequency Generator & 18w Amplifier Can be used anywhere in the world.



Frequency Generator & 18w Amplifier Can be used anywhere in the world. w Vortex Beam Tube: ♦ Plasma Vortex Tube (50w, Noble Gas) can be Hand-held or Stand alone  ADD-ON (4) std. hand-held accessories $400



$4,545 BCX Ultra unit



Frequency Generator & 18w Amplifier Can be used anywhere in the world.



Included Accessories:



w BT- HF PCM2 Beam Tube: ♦ High Powered Plasma Beam Tube (now 150w, 4 MHz, Noble Gas) standalone details  ADD-ON (4) std. hand-held accessories $400



STANDARD ACCESSORIES:



ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: STANDARD LEDs (Red, Green, or Blue) details.



HIGH POWERED LEDS (Red, Green, or Blue) details..



HIGH POWERED BEAM TUBES E-Field & Plasma double bubble details



VORTEX 'Free Standing' or directional details..



Hand-held



Plasma



Coil,



PEMF Rife Matt (Pulsed Electromagnetic Field Therapy) Runs Rife Frequencies & Earth Frequencies while receiving the benefits of PEMF therapy details..



Comparison - BCX Ultra vs RF/EM Rife Instruments.. FEATURES



1934 Rife Ray #3 *



1935 Rife Ray #4 *



BCX Ultra



BCX Ultra w BTHFPCM Beam Tube



Pearl M



Fscan TrueRif EME F 170 II e EM M



Outputs all Rife's original high RF Frequencies



3



3



Outputs Simultaneou s Audio Frequencies Single Audio Frequency



1hz-4Mhz (variable) 3 preprogramme d, infinite w custom wave



1hz-4Mhz 27.125 Mhz (variable) (fixed) 3 preprogramme d, infinite w custom wave



3 preprogramme d, infinite w custom wave



3 preprogramme d, infinite w custom wave



RF Carrier Simultaneou s RF Frequencies Outputs Simultaneou s Audio Frequencies Single Audio Frequency



** handheld Ray stand-alone Tubes incl, High addt'l Powered various Plasma Beam Tube Beam Tubes models



Ray Tube



Analog Frequencies



3



8



3.1 Mhz



2.1Mhz-3.6 Mhz



3



3



8 8 (only up (only up to 40 Khz) to 40 khz)



No Ray Tube w SR-4 .. must MOPA w upgrade beam tube to MOPA for ray tube



Ray Tube



Ray Tube Harmonics Frequency range in Hertz



GB-4000 w MOPA



Outputs all Rife's original high RF Frequencies



RF Carrier Simultaneou s RF Frequencies



FEATURES



JW Bea Deto Ideal Energy Global Pro Labs GB-4000 m x Box RPG EMX Generat Wellne Wellne Wav Mod (w SR-4 Ray MFG900 or ss ss e 101 el A Amplifier) EM 1000 &B



Ray Tube Harmonics 2 22.5 Millio Millio n n



* 4 Million * 4 Million



1 million



15 20,00 10,00 millio 10,000 0 0 n



not listed



not not listed listed



Frequency range in Hertz Analog Frequencies



10 10,00 20 Millio 0 Million n



20 Million (Sq. 21,27 10,00 20,00 10,00 Wave to Only up to 10,000 10,000 5 0 0 0 150KHz, 40 KHz Sine 20MHz)



50% Duty Cycle Variable 10% -90% Duty Cycle Square Wave



50% Duty Cycle Variable 10% -90% Duty Cycle Square Wave



Sine Wave



Sine Wave



Pulsating Square Wave



Pulsating Square Wave



Hoyland Wave



Hoyland Wave



Pulse Modulated Wave



Pulse Modulated Wave



Triangle Wave



Triangle Wave



Trapezoid



Trapezoid



Exponential RampUp Wave



Exponential RampUp Wave



Exponential RampDown Wave Linear RampUp Wave Linear RampDown Wave Odd Order Harmonic Wave Even Order Harmonic Wave Custom Waves



Exponential RampDown Wave Linear RampUp Wave Linear RampDown Wave Odd Order Harmonic Wave Even Order Harmonic Wave Custom



Waves



** See Why are Wave Forms important?



Power Level (approximat e)



PreProgrammed



** See Why are Wave Forms important?



-18 watts unit -30 watts Hand-Held Ray Tubes - 150 watts HP Beam Tube 150 watts BT50 100 - 83 watts HFPCM2 watts watts EFG Beam Beam Tube Tube - 10 watts PEMF Body Frequency Matt - Doug Coil(coming soon)



100 watts



0.20 0.20 not not watts watts listed listed



Power Level (approximat e)



PreProgrammed



0.20 not 0.20 10 watts watts listed watts



0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 watts watts watts watts watts



15 watts w SR-4 amplifier



118 watts



auto channels Programmab le Channels Gating Features



Frequency Sweeps



auto channels Programmab le Channels Gating Features Sophisticate Sophisticate d Sweep d Sweep Function Function (both (both Frequency Frequency & Carrier & Carrier Wave) Wave)



Frequency Sweeps



Displays Actual Frequencies



Displays Actual Frequencies INCLUDED: -(2) hand- BT-HFPCM2 held plasma Beam Tube ray tubes-(2) (now 150w, metal hand 4Mhz) held wandsincluded:PE (2) metal MF Plasma footplatesTube (2) gel pads



Apparatuses



Warranty, Return Policy



Comments



OPTIONAL: - Std LEDs - HP LEDs - Vortex - BT-HFPCM2 Beam Tube - HP-EFG Beam Tube - NEW Body Frequency PEMF Matt ** Doug Coil (coming soon),



optional: LEDs, Electrode Pads, Handheld electrodes, footplates



2 yr, 60 day 2 yr, 60 day 2 yr, 60 day return return return Longest Longest producing producing rife machine rife machine manufactur manufactur er, 21 yrs, er, 21 yrs



optional:- addt'l:-runs only runs only Beam metal Tube electrode s



Apparatuses



Warranty, Return Policy



Comments



1yr, 30day return



1yr, 30 day return Need Freq. Ctr o set carrier wave every time you run a new session due



Chaining function: Now select multiple programs to run during a session instead of 1 at a time



Chaining function: Now select multiple programs to run during a session instead of 1 at a time



BCX Ultra BCX Ultra runs ALL runs ALL access. incl access. BT-HPPCM2 Beam tube



* NOTE: 4MHz is enough to run Rife's original Frequencies For More Rife Device Comparisons or questions Call us at 888-874-0944 or email us or Click to Chat Live .



 



 



to old technology . Can't add new frequencies unless you override existing. Cumberso me & not user friendly.



BENEFITS OF BCX ULTRA BENEFIT OF HAND-HELD RAY TUBES VS. HAND-HELD METAL ACCESSORIES: The BCX Ultra uses both methods developed by Dr. Rife and his two business partners, John Crane and John Marsh. The first method is the BCX Ultra hand-held Ray tubes & beam tubes. This method was developed by Dr. Rife and delivers a broad spectrum of energies, ranging from electromagnetic fields, to electrostatic fields, to conductive electron flow (electricity), to light in the visible spectrum and beyond. Through this method the frequencies are delivered into the body using the “Induction” none-contact method. Scientific tests known as “Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis” have been done which show that frequencies will penetrate the body verifying the method that Dr. Rife used. The Hand-Held Raytubes do use induction (like Rife's original equipment), but when you hold them, a unique phenomena happens, wherein, by Conduction, significantly larger amounts of power are delivered. This is because each Raytube is operating at a different polarity from the other, causing great electrical attraction between them. This is an evolution of the Rife or Beam Tube that are incapable of this.



The second method is the metal hand held electrodes. This method uses “Conduction” which is the direct-contact method of delivering frequencies through a positive and a negative. This method was used by John Crane and John Marsh. The “Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis” scientific tests show that frequencies delivered by this method pass through the skin and penetrate into the body. There is only one drawback to using this method but it is overcome by using an RF carrier frequency. If you do not use an RF carrier frequency then the low audio frequencies will only enter the body and travel through the connective tissue of the body. But if you use an RF carrier frequency the low audio frequencies will enter the body and also penetrate the cells. For this reason the BCX Ultra has a carrier wave that can be set from 1hz to 4 Mhz (electrodes/BT-HFPCM2 beam tube) and up to 100,000 Hz for the hand-held plasma tubes. Because of these scientific tests we now set the default carrier at 100,000 Hertz. Through the use of these two methods the BCX Ultra is able to output Dr. Rife’s RF frequencies. The BCX Ultra has a carrier frequency so that the audio frequency can be piggyback (carried) by the RF frequency (carrier) causing the frequencies to penetrate into both the connective tissue and the cells of the body. RF or radio frequencies above about 200,000 Hertz broadcast very well which is why they are called radio frequencies. Frequencies between 20,000 and 200,000 Hertz broadcast to some degree, while frequencies below 20,000 Hertz do not broadcast at all. Both the RF carrier and audio frequencies can be set anywhere from 1hz to 4Mhz.There are pre-stored programs with audio frequencies and carrier waves already set. However the carrier wave and other settings can be changed if so desired. The BCX Ultra gives you the ability to research and do your own testing. We are using 100,000 Hertz for the carrier default at this time because we are getting good results.



‘Scalar waves are emissions that are not part of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. A few innovative researchers have evidence that some plasma devices emit scalar waves (as apparently did Royal Rife’s instrument)—and that these scalar waves help regenerate the body as well as possibly devitalize pathogens…’ Nenah Sylver PHD, The Rife Handbook (2011 Edition)  



 



BENEFITS OF BCX ULTRA CUSTOM WAVEFORMS & CUSTOM MODULATION: A fundamental difference between the BCX Ultra and other comparable top rife devices is the way they generate waveforms. They will use a DSP (digital synthesizing processor) which, by nature, is only capable of generating digital Squarewaves. By using filtering techniques, the circuit is capable of approximating a Sinewave by 'rounding off' the Squarewave. The BCX Ultra uses entirely different electronics. It contains 3 separate Microprocessors each of which creates an 'Arbitrary Waveform'. Arbitrary Waveforms are exact and pure creations of naturally occurring and incidentally occurring waveforms. Examples of naturally occurring waveforms are Sine, Square, Triangle, Exponential, and Linear. An example of an incidentally occurring waveform is the Hoyland Waveform. The BCX Ultra faithfully reproduces the waveform that Hoyland generated using a complex array of apparatus. If fact, the Hoyland Waveform in the Ultra was created by digitizing an actual copy of Hoyland's test data. Another example of Arbitrary Waveforms are the Ultra's Odd Order Harmonic and Even Order Harmonics waveforms. The Odd Order Harmonic Waveform produces a fundamental, and the 3'rd, 5'th, and 7'th harmonics is perfect harmonic proportion. The Even Order Harmonic Waveform produces a fundamental, and the 2'nd, 4'th, and 6'th harmonics in perfect harmonic proportion. With Arbitrary Waveforms, the BCX Ultra can produce ANY waveform imaginable- accurately, and perfectly. Harmonics can only be generated accurately and correctly if the fundamental waveform is accurate. The BCX Ultra contains 3 Arbitrary Waveform generators, which when combined together can produce an un-imaginable combination. This is why wave types are imperative to killing off organisms: "Here's an analogy describing how these various wave signals perform, and how the body physically responds to them. If you put your hand on someone's back and exert a steady pressure, she will shift her weight and learn to compensate for your push. The relatively slow rise and fall times of a sine wave gives the body a chance to recognize, make adjustments for, and eventually ignore the signal. If, however, you suddenly push that person with the same amount of pressure, she will fall. The sudden thrusting quality of triangle and sawtooth waves takes the body by surprise. Similarly, the rapid rise and fall time of a square wave does not give the body a chance to compensate. However, the flat top line of a square wave means that after the body is taken by surprise, there is a relatively long period when the signal is steady. The body (and microbes) may or may not reject the signal. The shape of the wave is important not only because of the rise and fall times of the energy. The wave shape is also important because of the harmonics it produces.... " Nenah Sylver, PHD - The Rife Handbook (2011 Edition) BCX ULTRA HOYLAND WAVE: The BCX Ultra uses entirely different electronics. It contains 3 separate Microprocessors each of which creates an 'Arbitrary Waveform'. Arbitrary Waveforms are exact and pure creations of naturally occurring and incidentally occurring waveforms. Examples of naturally occurring waveforms are Sine, Square, Triangle, Exponential, and Linear. An example of an incidentally occurring waveform is the Hoyland Waveform. The BCX Ultra faithfully reproduces the waveform that Hoyland generated using a complex array of apparatus. If fact, the Hoyland Waveform in the Ultra was created by digitizing an actual copy of Hoyland’s test data. Another example of Arbitrary Waveforms are the Ultra’s Odd Order Harmonic and Even Order Harmonics waveforms. The Odd Order Harmonic Waveform produces a fundamental, and the 3'rd, 5'th, and 7'th harmonics is perfect harmonic proportion. The Even Order Harmonic Waveform produces a fundamental, and the 2'nd, 4'th, and 6'th harmonics in perfect harmonic proportion.  



 



SQUARE PULSE WIDTH WAVE: We are the only manufacturer that has a Square Pulse Width Wave (a modified square wave) which we found over time better results than a standard Square Wave. Square Pulse Width is a modified Square Wave that starts from zero and goes to 100% in about 2 seconds. The Square Pulse Width Wave builds up a charge that explodes and kills off more microbes than the standard Square Wave. Square Wave is included with the BCX Ultra however the preferred default wave type for killing off organisms is Square Pulse Width. ** WHY OUR SWEEP BCX Ultra- Feature 'Sweep': We offer a sophisticated Sweep Function. • 2 Fully independent Frequency Sweep functions • Sweep Carrier, Frequency, or Both at the same time • Synchronize 2 Sweeps • Sweep Up, Sweep Down, or Sweep Up/Down • Programmable Sweep Duration 1 to 120 Seconds • Programmable Sweep Increments 0.00001 Hz to 1 mHz (dependent upon frequency) • Repeating Sweeps up to 2 Hours (indefinitely with program Chain) • Sweep Range 1 Hz to 4 Mhz Squarewave, 1 Hz to 100 kHz other Waveforms • Comprehensive Sweep Programming verification and feedback • Save and Edit up to 255 Sweep Programs Sweep Up starts at the Lowest frequency, and increases the frequency by the Step frequency for the duration of the Dwell seconds, repeating until the Highest frequency is reached. Then it begins again at the Lowest frequency repeating continually for the length of the Ultra's program time (up to 2 hours). Sweep Down starts at the Highest frequency, decreasing and repeating in the same fashion. Sweep Up/Down starts at the Lowest frequency, increases to the Highest frequency, decreases to the Lowest frequency, increases to the Highest frequency, over and over. Dwell Seconds are the amount of time that a frequency persists before the program changes to the next frequency. The program will calculate and tell you how long it will take to output each step frequency once before repeating. If this time is longer than 2 hours, you will be prompted to Reduce the Frequency Range between the Lowest and Highest frequencies, or to Increase the Step Frequency, or to Reduce the Dwell Seconds, all of which will reduced the sweep time. When running Sweep, the changing Sweep frequencies can be monitored by pressing the 'OK' button. Press the 'OK' button again to switch back to the normal Run display.• 2 Fully independent Frequency Sweep functions



 



Note: Just because Frequencies are close in range DOES NOT mean they have the same purpose. An example would be 9.7 Hz for tendons. You don't want 9.6 or 9.8 because your results will be diminished. Another example, 1444Hz is to normalize testosterone in men and 1445 is to normalize testosterone in women. You certainly wouldn't want a male running this frequency and drift up towards 1445. It is important to keep this in mind when you are running sweeping so make sure you know the sweeping range is validated.  



Why Hand-Held Ray tubes? The Importance Of Using Ray Tubes In Rife Frequency Research 1. Royal R. Rife always used ray tubes with his frequency devices. 2. The BCX Ultra Hand Held Ray Tubes complete the circuit by running through the body between the Ray Tubes held in each hand, thus guaranteeing that the frequencies flow through the entire body. 3. The Ray Tubes produce a much higher voltage than pad devices and push the frequencies far deeper into the body. 4. There is also the Magnetic Effect produced by gas-filled Ray Tubes (this can be tested), especially when used in conjunction with the radio frequencies (RF), that penetrates deep in to the body. To view a demonstration verifying the Radio Carrier Wave emitted from the BCX Ultra HandHeld Ray Tubes at 100,000 Hz dick for proof 5. Most people prefer the "soft" "energetic" "warm" feel of the hand-held glass tubes compared to the electrical tingly felt from the metal electrodes. 6. Many people report that the glass Ray Tubes 'glow and flow' has a relaxing calming, softening effect on their body. 7. Our Hand-held Ray Tubes can also be used in combination with our metal footplates or any of our other electrodes (1 up to 3 apparatuses at once).. giving a strong total body coverage. 8. Our Hand-held Ray tubes are also great for targeting a specific area and does not have to be held in the hand. The closer the tubes are to the area the more powerful it is. 9. Our Hand-Held Ray Tubes are 30 watts (See Test Data Proof of 30 watts power click for proof 10. The BCX Ultra uses both methods (induction & conduction) developed by Dr. Rife and his two business partners, John Crane and John Marsh.



BCX Ultra Hand-Held Ray Tubes



- Carrier: Operate up to 100,000Hz carrier frequency - Frequency: Modulated 1 to 100,000Hz w all wave forms (square, sine, etc.) - Variable Intensity - Power: 30 watts - Noble Gas (argon,krypton,xenon,neon) - Addtl Hw: connects to the BCX Ultra unit - Cost: incl w BCX Ultra Standard Package



Misinformation on the BCX Ultra Hand Held Ray Tubes There is some confusion out there about how the BCX Ultra carries frequencies through the body. BCX Ultra Hand-held Raytubes use Conduction, Induction, and Radiation, however, the main method is Conduction. Here are some simple tests that a lay person can observe and perform to prove that we do use the conduction method. 1. Lay both tubes next to each other about 4” apart and notice that the tubes glow dimly. They glow dimly because there is a little conduction through the air. Now, hold both tubes, one in each hand, and notice how bright they become. This is because you are now completing the circuit through your body allowing the full power of the ray tube circuit to flow through the tubes and then through you. 2. Touch the tubes and you will notice that the light gets brighter where you touch the glass. This indicates that current is exiting the tube and into your finger touching the tube. Note: Our stand alone beam tube units do not show much of this phenomenon because they are using mostly the induction and radiation methods. 3. This is a fun experiment. Especially, if your partner isn’t aware of the result. Both you and your partner hold one of the ray tubes in your outside hand as you stand next to each other. With your inside hands let your hands droop down, palm facing down. Next, touch the top side of your wrists together and notice the pronounced shock you get as you complete the circuit. If you look closely while doing this you will see sparks. If you have the ray tube carrier set towards 100,000 Hz you will smell burned flesh from your RF burn (of course this is not the case when one holds both tubes). This test is only for those that need a very strong sensual persuasion to



understand simple principles of ray tube operation. Now, you are wondering how electricity goes through glass. Wikipedia. says this. “The glass acts as a dielectric in a capacitor formed between the ionized gas and the hand.” [1] Most of energy of Raytubes is transmitted by Conduction, which is why you hold them. Yes, glass is an insulator, but at high frequencies, electricity passes through it because it’s dielectric characteristics change. It is NOT a direct current (DC) conductor, but it IS an alternating current (AC) conductor as the simple tests above prove. 1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plasma_globe



Why BCX Ultra High Powered Beam Tubes (BT-HFPCM2)?



- Generates Plasma discharge and minor Electric Field - Carrier: 1Hz to 4 MHz - Frequency: 1Hz to 4 MHz - Wave Form: (square, sine, etc.) Variable Intensity - Power: 125 microjoules/pulse (150 watts, 4 MHz both carrier & frequency) - Tube Type: Double bubble Tube - Addtl HW: connects to BCX Ultra - Cost: $2695 or $4545 combo pkg w BCX Ultra unit



BCX Ultra BT-HFPCM2 High Powered Bean Tube Our High Powered High Frequency beam tube is a stand-alone BCX Ultra BT-HFPCM seeing RF (Radio Frequencies) by Agilent device. The number one reason people use this device is that they Spectrum Analyzer in the air through a Radio Antenna: (BTare hands free and is perfect for use while sleeping or running on HFPCM is 3MHz) multiple people. This device runs all of our built in prestored programs, sweeping programs and Rife's original frequencies since it runs the full range of BCX Ultra frequencies and carrier wave. Another reason is because of it is power, 150 watts!



TECHNICAL SPECS: details click 'Specs' TAB above



Why BCX Ultra Vortex?



- Carrier: Operates up to 45,000Hz - Frequency: Modulated 1 to 45,000hz - Wave Forms: (square, sine, etc.) - Variable Intensity - Power: 48 watts maximum - Addtl Hw: connects to the BCX Ultra unit - Cost: $1100



BCX Ultra Vortex Our stand alone Vortex beam tube can be worn or as a standalone. The number one reason for producing the Vortex is for people who simply want a stand alone tube because Rife had one. Others have asked us for a stand alone to run while they are working, sleeping or just to be hands free.



The Vortex certainly does not take the place of the hand held Ray Tubes that we are well known for. The hand-held Ray Tubes complete the circuit through the body forcing all the energy through your body being more effective for full body coverage. For some time we had planned on doing what Rife did with the phanatron tube. His tube was in the 50 watt range and it was used for specific areas of the body. It would either touch the body or be held just off the body. The tube was used to pan the area of a tumor for an example'The ray tube was a partially directional transmitter.



"The ray tube was a partially directional transmitter. Since its power or energy was concentrated into a small area, the practitioner placed the tube either within a few inches of the subject’s body, or in some cases directly on the person. Dr. Robert P. Stafford, one of Rife’s colleagues, reported that when he treated people who had cancer, he focused on 6 square inches at a time, moving the tube up and down, and back and forth, on the body until the entire affected area was Vortex vs Phanatron Tube: The Vortex tube is directional to



treated." - Nena Sylver, PHD The Rife Handbook (2011 edition)



concentrate the energy more in one spot while the Phanatron Tube is more all directional. Benefits of the vortex tube for these 2 reasons:1) It is more for specific areas and not full body like the hand-held Ray Tubes & 2) your hand or arm can be put into the vortex tube.



TECHNICAL SPECS: details click 'Specs' TAB above



Why LED Wands? Ultra High Power LED Wand Model HW530A (Green): Wavelength 530 nm Intensity 435 Lumens Ultra High Power LED Wand Model HW626A (Red): Wavelength 626 nm Intensity 255 Lumens Ultra High Power LED Wand Model HW470A (Blue): Wavelength 470 nm



HP LED Wands (High Powered)



Intensity 174 Lumens



Wave Lum Beam Color nano Intens. Wdth metrs (mc) deg. STD LED Wands (Standard)



Focal LED LED Fwd TTL Effic. Curr. Plane Lum. Fwd Power Lum/ Volts (ma) in. (mw) Watt



Red



640



24,000



20



1.7



2.3



1.9



30



342



6.74



Blue



467



21,600



10



2.15



1.33 2.7



30



486



2.73



Green



520



108,00



20



1.7



10.37 3.2



30



576



18.00



1. Wavelength for colored colored LED's ranges from long (infrared), to short (ultraviolet). White is a mixture of colors centered around a middle (color temperature). 2. Luminous Intensity is the most accurate indicator of LIGHT INTENSITY. 3. Beam width and Focal plane define the distance from the light source where the light is most even.



4. Luminous flux takes into account the area over which the light at a given intensity is spread, and is the best representation of the QUANTITY OF LIGHT emitted. 5. Power in watts is a poor representation of the light output. It actually only shows the electrical consumption of the device. For example, a 100 watt incandescent light bulb puts out the same amount of light as a 20 watt Compact Fluorescent bulb (CFL).



Application on the eyes



Our LEDs are now available in three colors: red, green and blue. The green and red Std LEDs are applied alternately (green one They can be applied in a variety of ways including: on the eyes, in day, red the next day, then green the following day, etc.). Hold the navel, and on the skin. We offer 2 types of LEDs: High Powered the LED 1/4th inch away from an open eye, or directly on the lid LED and Standard LED. of a closed eye. Start with 1 minute per frequency for each eye, working up to 5 minutes per frequency for each eye. This can be High Powered (HP) LEDs vs. Standard (Std) LEDs? done twice a day. The HP LEDs are so high powered that a fan is needed to cool it down. We are hearing that the LEDs are doing some wonderful things for tendon injuries and other deeper tissue injuries. As with laser therapy the blue is used more for external problems such as Application in the navel infections on the skin. The blue will not penetrate very deep. The Red LEDs are applied directly in the navel to stimulate green is the highest powered and used for deep issues. The red will regeneration, for tonification and blood cleansing. penetrate quite deep, but not as deep as the green. With deeper tissue issues most people will alternate between the red and green Application on the skin HP LEDs. We certainly are not claiming you will get the results as you would with a 10-20 thousand dollar laser. However, many GREEN LEDs are applied directly on the affected area of the issues will clear up just as well with our Std HP led. Do not stare at skin for mutated cells and tumors. They can also be applied on our HP LEDs. Only use our Std LEDs on the eye lids NEVER the HP LEDs. It is stated that you can remove an allergic reaction by placing the offending food on the naval (in a baggie if needed) and hold the LEDs, Std or HP over the food and move it close to the skin moving in a clock wise direction only. Slowly move out the circular motion to 6 or 12 inches in diameter for about 2 minutes. acupuncture points.



BLUE LEDs are used for SARS & Acne, and are applied directly on the affected area. RED LEDs are applied directly to the area for pain for relief.



FREQUENCIES for LEDs



All frequencies are applicable for use with LEDs. ** Brain cell/tissue repair ...................2128 Endorphin Stimulation for pain relief and relaxation ......2.5 Eyesight, manual



to



improve..................................



see



frequency



*Mutated cells, to shrink abnormal growth........ 17024 Pain and inflammation, irritation............ 1, 123 Seratonin stimulation for pain relief...2.5+80 Tissue repair........................................266 * This frequency is to be used 3 minutes in combination with 1 Hz. for 7 minutes, and 266 Hz. for 5 minutes. ** This frequency is to be used 3 minutes in combination with 1 Hz. for 7 minutes, and 123 Hz. for 5 minutes. TECHNICAL SPECS: details click on 'Specs' Tab (above)



Why BCX Ultra PEMF Rife Matt?



- Runs Rife Frequencies & Earth Frequencies - Frequencies: Modulated 10 to 10,000hz - Wave Forms: (square, sine, etc.) - Variable Intensity - Power: 20 watts maximum - Dimensions: 6ft x 28", 100% cotton - Addtl Hw: connects to the BCX Ultra unit - Cost: $795



PEMF Rife Matt Electromagnetic Therapy)



(Pulsed Field Potential Benefits:



Pulsed electromagnetic field therapy (PEMFT), also called pulsed magnetic therapy, pulse magnetotherapy, or PEMF, is a • Improved macro circulation (dilation of blood vessels) • Improved micro-circulation (opening of capillaries and thus technique commonly used in orthopedics treatment of nonunion fractures, failed fusions, congenital pseudarthrosis and increasing capillary blood flow) depression. In the case of bone healing, PEMF uses electrical energy to direct a series of magnetic pulses through injured • Increased partial oxygen pressure tissue whereby each magnetic pulse induces a tiny electrical



• Improvement of the blood's ability to attach and transport signal that stimulates cellular repair. Many studies have also oxygen to the individual red blood cells demonstrated the effectiveness of PEMF in healing soft-tissue wounds; suppressing inflammatory responses at the cell • Improved cell metabolism membrane level to alleviate pain, and increasing range of motion.[citation needed] The value of pulsed electromagnetic • Strengthened immune system field therapy has been shown to cover a wide range of conditions, with well documented trials carried out by hospitals, rheumatologists, physiotherapists and neurologists.[citation needed] There are several electrical stimulation therapy Testimonial: devices, approved by the FDA, that are widely available to The first 3 times I used the mat, I could feel more energy going into patients for use. These devices provide an additive solution that my entire neck area where I have had stiffness and possible aid in bone growth repair and depression thyroid issues. My blood test later showed the T3 and T4 count to be normal after years of low thyroid function. The second time, I More information on PEMF Therapy details could feel it in my sore left shoulder. It seemed that the energy was going to the area where my muscles have been in knots for a long TECHNICAL SPECS: details click on 'Specs' Tab (above) time.... from lynda



FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions 1. Is there a need to run above 4.00 MHz (4,000,000 Hz)? up to 4Mhz carrier wave & frequency is enough to run Rife's Orginal frequencies. 2. Why would I want to get the more powerful stand-alone BCX Ultra Beam Tubes? Our BCX Ultra already includes a wide range of Apparatuses/Electrodes and optional. Our clients have had great success with just the included Hand-held Ray Tubes & metal apparatuses (ie footplates). However with the stand alone BCX Ultra Beam Tubes (double-bubble/phanatron tube) can kill off organisms at a faster rate due to the intense power they produce and can be run while you are sleeping. 3. Why is your included Hand-held Plasma Ray Beam Tubes apparatus better than the metal apparatuses? click on above 'Why BCX Accessories' TAB 4. Do I need to buy a new BCX unit if there any software upgrades or hardware upgrades? Any Software Upgrades, just send in your unit to get the latest & greatest. Future option will be through your computer. For hardware upgrades in most cases your unit for a nominal fee can be upgraded, contact us and we can give you an estimate. 5. Does the BCX Ultra have Radio Carrier Wave & Gating Wave? Yes Why do I need to have them? click for 'DEFINITIONS' below 6. Do I need to buy any additional equipment for the BCX Ultra? No, both 18 watt Amplifier & Frequency Generator are both built-in to our BCX Ultra unit (other units are separate) AND (4) Apparatuses are included (proprietary Hand Held RayTubes, metal footplates, metal hand-held cylinders, & pre-gel pads) other units have no included apparatuses or they only have metal cylinders. We do have additional apparatuses but not required and are optional. 7. What happens if your PRE-STORED Programs do not have a frequency or frequencies that I would like to run? We have 256 slots (manual programs) to save your own frequencies and for each slot you can save up to 48 frequencies making a total of 12,288 frequencies. You can also combine Pre-Stored programs and save them to your own custom manual program. 8. What happens if I want to change the settings of a PRE-STORED Program? When you run a pre-stored program you have the ability to make any modifications you would like Or just run as is. 9. Do I want the ability to SWEEP a range of frequencies? Yes it is a 'nice to have' functionality since it can run through a range of frequencies without having to store each individual frequency and with the BCX Ultra you can also try sweeping thru a range of carrier waves. However please note that you must be sure that the range you are running is valid so use this functionality wisely. Just because Frequencies are close in range DOES NOT mean they have the same purpose. An example would be 9.7 Hz for tendons. You don’t want 9.6 or 9.8 because your results will be diminished. Another example, 1444Hz is to normalize testosterone in men and 1445 is to normalize testosterone in women. You certainly wouldn’t want a male using the machine and have the frequency drift up towards 1445. It is important to keep this in mind when you are running sweeping. With a sweep you can be doing the wrong frequency the majority of the time except for that brief moment when you brush over the correct freq. With our machine you are doing a sweep in which you can select how long to dwell on a frequency instead of only a few seconds. When you briefly play a frequency for a few seconds you bruise it slightly. Where as seen on Royal Rife's videos blowing up microorganisms, the microorganism struggles for many seconds or minutes before it blows up. Rife and the early geniuses who worked with Rife new that you needed to strongly hit an organism long enough so that it would build up a big enough resonate charge to blow it up. Again, a few seconds will only tease it. We do include Pre-stored programs that do a wide sweep of basic microbial clean-up. 10. How Far Really can ANY Beam Tube radiate out? The output intensity for ANY spherical radiating device is specified by what is referred to as the "Inverse-Square Law": Intensity = Power / (4 x PI x Radius^2)



Example: Power at 1 ft = X Power at 2 ft = X/4 Power at 3 ft = X/9 Power at 4 ft = X/16 Power at 5 ft = X/25 Power at 6 ft = X/36 Power at 7 ft = X/49 Power at 8 ft = X/64 Power at 9 ft = X/81 Power at 10 ft = X/100 In other words, you have 1% of the power at 10 feet away that you have from 1 foot away. Even at 1,000 ft and more there is still some power, although very small. Without knowing what the desired power level is, you can't specify an "Output Range". If you are interested in maximum power, you want the shortest distance possible. Period. Some Rife Machine manufacturers will specify output ranges effective ie 30 feet out (more or less). As you can see power is not effective this far out but the frequency signal can be picked up. If you don’t have the power then the frequency isn’t effective. 11. Why is the Output Power rating of the Ultra higher than the Power Supply power? The BCX Ultra does not merely output a frequency- that is not what Rife machines do. Real Rife machines "Modulate" the frequency. This turns the frequency on and off at a programmed rate with designated waveforms. Thus the average power drawn from the power supply is less than the maximum power that the BCX Ultra delivers. 12. Do you want to run Multiple Frequencies? Those who run multiple frequencies simultaneously are seeking the benefits of the time savings to use multiple frequencies. BCX Ultra manufacturer decided to cap at 3 simultaneous frequencies (frequency, carrier wave, & gating) due to the more frequencies ran the more the wattage/power is divided up thereby decreasing the power delivered per frequency. In turn then the user has to repeat the frequencies to get the needed dose. The BCX Ultra can run up to 3 frequencies (frequency wave, carrier wave & gating). Other manufacturers state differently. We believe running 1 carrier wave & 1 frequency with the most power output for that accessory is the best method for treatment. Having 1 carrier wave carrying multiple frequencies is not as effective. Now they state that if there is enough power delivered then each frequency will be effective and all is needed is .20 watts per frequency. However we limit our metal electrode power output to .75 watts (w 30-35 volts) to stay within safe limits since electricity is the means of delivery thru metal electrodes (this doesn’t apply to the plasma accessories). Most of our clients can’t handle the full .75 watts (then turn down the power) so we wonder how can someone handle the full power of 2.7watts? Keep in mind our BCX Ultra has a built in 18 watt amplifier so we easily can produce the power. Note our BCX Ultra unit has different accessories that add additional power to go from 20watts all the way up to 150 watts depending on the accessory. Refer this link for the test data proving this Click Here for Test Data..



IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS WAVE FORMS: Square wave is for killing pathogens and sine wave is used for regeneration and healing. The BCX Ultra has many other waveforms to choose from for your experimentation. At this time we use the sq. pulse width as the default because we are getting better results with this modified square wave than standard square wave. Many of our clients have reported this. CARRIER WAVES: The BCX Ultra has a carrier frequency so that the audio frequency can piggyback (carried) by the RF frequency (the carrier) causing the frequencies to penetrate deeper and farther. RF or radio frequencies above about 200,000 Hertz broadcast very well which is why they are called radio frequencies. Frequencies between 20,000 and 200,000 Hz broadcast to some degree, while frequencies below 20,000 Hz do not broadcast at all. Both the BCX Ultra RF carrier and audio frequency can be set anywhere from 1hz to 4Mhz.There are prestored programs with audio frequencies and carrier wave already set however carrier wave and other settings can be changed if so desired. The BCX Ultra gives you the ability to research and do your own testing. GATING OR ENTRAINMENT: This is what we used to call pulse. The previous unit had a pulse rate of about 2/3’s on and 1/3 off. You can use 3.5 Hz to get this same effect. We now use 56.2 Hz as the default in the BCX Ultra. Abrams who worked with Rife used 3.5-4 Hz for gating. Dr. James Bare, a leader in the field of frequency technology, recommends the 20-30-40 Hz range for gating. It is generally believed that the higher the frequency the higher the gating. Rife’s 1939 instrument, which ran in the MHz range, had a 60 cycle gating. What is gating? Gating is another form of modulation. The BCX Ultra is modulating 2 frequencies when it plays an audio frequency with a carrier (RF) frequency. In other words, the audio frequency is piggy backed onto a higher frequency. All the time this is happening, the Ultra introduces gating which creates the blink, blink you see as you play your frequencies. Entrainment is defined as: ‘the tendency for two oscillating bodies to lock into phase so that they vibrate in harmony. It is also defined as a synchronization of two or more rhythmic cycles.’ This principle of entrainment is universal in nature. DUTY CYCLE: The Ultra has a default of 90 percent duty cycle. For many years people ran the standard 50% duty cycle. It is now known that a 90 % duty cycle exposes microorganisms to the frequency for 80% more time than a 50% duty cycle. Do the math. 90% is 80% greater than 50%. It is known that the higher the duty cycle, the greater the coordinative resonance. However, experimenters may choose any duty cycle 1-100 using the Ultra. What is duty cycle? Duty cycle is how long the frequency is on and off when running a frequency. For example, if running the frequency 100Hz, the frequency is cycling 100 times per second. A 50% duty cycle means that the



frequency is on 50 % and off 50% of each second. The 90 % duty cycle means that the frequency is on 90% and off 10% of each second. During the 90% on, it is cycling at the rate of 100 times a second. GLASS HAND-HELD RAY TUBES: Hold the glass part of the tubes in the hands, under the arms, or in direct contact with the skin on any area of the body. For more information click 'Hand-Held Tubes ' TAB above GLASS HAND-HELD RAY TUBES & FOOT PLATES: Generally the glass tubes are used simultaneously with the



footplates. This gives more frequency power into the body. Some people prefer to use the glass tubes alone.



SPECS: BCX ULTRA UNIT Type



Frequency Generator and 18 watt Amplifier all in 1 unit.



Application



Plugs into 120-240VAC 50/60Hz Power Source Provides power to various Output devices 3 Independent direct frequencies 1 to 4,000,000 Hz 5 Equal amplitude frequencies 1 to 100,000 Hz Multitude of frequencies with Custom Complex Waveforms Single Mixed Carrier



Features Frequencies (dependent upon Output device)



Frequency Mixing Waveform Types



Squarewave, Sinewave, Square Sweep, Trapezoid, Triangle, Hoyland, Linear Ramp Up, Linear Ramp Down, Exponential Ramp Up, Exponential Ramp Down, Equal Odd Order Harmonics, Equal Even Order Harmonics, Custom 1 Custom 2, Custom 3



Programs



1236 Internal non-volatile (User re-nameable) 255 User non-volatile (Completely configurable including name) Run ,View, Create, Edit, Copy, Erase



Program Options Sequencing



80 Sequences per Program Single direct 40 Sequences per Program Mixed or Carrier direct Chain Chain up to 100 Programs Repeat programs for unlimited program run time Outputs 2 Pair Electrodes 1 Pair Raytubes 1 LED Wand 1 Auxiliary Simultaneous Single, Outputs (1 up to 3) Electrode + Raytubes, LED Wand, Auxillary + Electrode, or Auxiliary Run Timer 1 to 120 Minutes (per program), up to 8.3 Days and Indefinite time with Chain Pause/Resume Duty Cycle 1 to 100% Intensity Controls



1 to 100% Conductors (independent) 1 to 100% Radiators (independent)



Program Variables



Changeable Defaults



Other



Name Use Defaults Output Run Time Duty Cycle Gate Waveform Gate Frequency Electrode Intensity Raytube Intensity Soft Start Auto Shutoff Use Carrier Carrier Waveform Carrier Frequency Frequency Waveform Frequency Add Frequencies Save Program Run Program Show Instructions Power On Application Sequence Program Use Defaults Output Device Run Time Duty Cycle Gate Waveform Gate Frequency Electrode Intensity Radiator Intensity Soft Start Auto Shutoff Use Carrier Same/Different Carrier Carrier Waveform Frequency Waveform Carrier Frequency Frequency More Frequencies Save Prog ram Run Program Built in Instructions; Soft Start; Automatic Shutoff; Program without Run; Run without Store



PLAYING RIFE’S ORIGINAL FREQUENCIES When running the BCX Ultra sidebands and direct Rife/Hoyland frequencies', you will use either the metal cylinders, metal footplates and/or BT-HFPCM2. If using the BCX Ultra standard-hand-held accessories and when running frequencies near, equal to, or above 100,000Hz, use metal cylinders for best results in place of hand-held ray tubes due to faulty frequency output around 100,000Hz as evidenced by strange harmonics when tested using sophisticated instrumentation. This is indicative of a lack of a clear and accurate frequency output. This 'only' applies to the hand-held ray tubes and Vortex. The BT-HFPCM2 beam tube & metal electrodes can run any frequency or carrier wave from 1hz to 4Mhz with no issues. At Whitman Technology, we are committed to honesty in engineering; therefore, we disclose any technological limitations.



Philip Hoyland's Audio Frequencies used with the listed carrier to produce, through side bands, Dr. Rife's frequencies Rife #4BCX Ultra Scoon's audio carrier in BCX freq. Hz Ultra freq Actinomycosis/Streptothrix



191,803 Hz



191,800 Hz



Anthrax B or E Coli Rod B or E Coli Virus BX Virus Carcinoma BY Sarcoma



139,200 Hz 416,510 Hz 769,035 Hz 1,607,450 Hz 1,529,520 Hz



139,200 Hz 416,500 Hz 769,000 Hz 1,607,500 Hz 1,520,500 Hz



Gonorrhea Pneumonia/Spinal Meningitis Staphylococcus Pyogenes Aureus Streptococcus Pyogenes



233,000 Hz 426,862 Hz



233,000 Hz 426,800 Hz



477,660 Hz 719,150 Hz



477,600 Hz 719,200 Hz



Syphilis



788,700 Hz



788,700 Hz



Tetanus Tuberculosis Rod



234,000 Hz 369,433 Hz



234,000 Hz 369,400 Hz



Tuberculosis Virus Typhoid Rod Typhus Virus Worms (from Aubrey Scoon)



769,000 Hz 759,450 Hz 1,445,180 Hz



769,000 Hz 759,500 Hz 1,445,100 Hz 3,300,000 Hz



3 Hz 139,200 Hz 10 Hz 35 Hz 50 Hz 20 Hz 233,000 Hz 62 Hz 60 Hz 50 Hz 788,700 Hz 234,000 Hz 33 Hz 769,000 Hz 50 Hz 80 Hz 2,400 Hz



Rife/Hoyland Direct MOR's



Anthrax



BCX Ultra carrier in Hz 3,300,000 Hz



BCX Ultra freq. 3,340,800 Hz



BX Virus Carcinoma 3,300,000 Hz Gonorrhea 3,300,000 Hz Pneumonia/Spinal Meningitis 3,300,000 Hz Syphilis 3,300,000 Hz Tetanus 3,300,000 Hz Tuberculosis Virus 3,300,000 Hz Typhoid Rod 3,300,000 Hz



 



3,214,900 Hz 3,262,000 Hz 3,414,900 Hz 3,154,800 Hz 3,276,000 Hz 3,076,000 Hz 3,037,800 Hz
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features 

5A Low Dropout Positive Regulator. Analog Integrations Corporation. Si-Soft Research Center. DS-1084P-02 061804. 3A1, No.1, Li-Hsin Rd. I , Science Park ...
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Technical Features: Product Features 

With external high gain and low noise amplifier. Stylish and compact size design with Shiny black finish. Excellent reception for digital, freeview and analog TV signals. Powered by DTV set-top box or included separate power adapter. Specially Compat
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1 Features 

Cost effective alternative to a fossil fuel boiler ... The sound pressure level is measured via a microphone at 1m from the unit. It is a ..... Transformer 24V for PCB.
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Basic Features 

In this lesson you will learn how to create basic CATIA features. ... The case study for this lesson is the engine support used in the drill support assembly as.
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Basic Features 

Student Notes: CATIA V5 Automotive - Chassis Lesson 3: Basic Features ... The Timing Chain Cover is a part of the Powertrain sub-assembly. The focus of this ...
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Additional Features 

2a. 2b. 1. 3. Both options, Mirror and Symmetry, allow you to mirror the selected geometry about an axis. The Mirror .... element(s) and all elements that form a chain with it are offset. ...... you will construct a damper assembly cap. High-level ..
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Basic Features 

Student Notes: CATIA V5 Automotive - Powertrain Lesson 3: Basic Features ... The Timing Chain Cover is a part of the Powertrain sub-assembly. The focus of ...
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Key Features 

visualisation of all Dorna flag signals received through Dorna Transponder X2 CAN BUS ... Red Flag. Blue Flag. White Flag. White Flag with diagonal Red Cross.
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1 Features 

Cost effective alternative to a fossil fuel boiler ..... Optional electric heater has 2 capacity steps except for the 3V3 model which has only 1 capacity step. For 6W1 ...
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Main Features 

q Features an LCD screen for graphic display of the equalization setups stored in â€œMEMORY.â€� The screen has a handy backlit for use on stage and in dark ...
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ULTRA FORTE PUISSANCE ULTRA FAIBLE CONSOMMATION 

ULTRA FORTE PUISSANCE. ULTRA FAIBLE CONSOMMATION. La vraie autonomie sur poste batterie : Une saison entiÃ¨re tranquille ! i-pulse, la technologie ...
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CHSP ULTRA 

loadcenter bus bar. 4. Install a single ... électriques et électroniques résidentielles contre les transitoires et les ... rapporte au tableau électrique (ou tableau des.
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Basic Features 

Basic Features. In this lesson you will learn how to create the basic CATIA features. ... The Timing Chain Cover is a part of the Powertrain sub-assembly. The.
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ULTRA-THIN BACKUP BATTERY BATTERIE ULTRA FINE 

Technologies, Inc. Tous les autres marques appartiennent Ã  leurs propriÃ©taires respectifs. DECLARATION D'INCIPIO. â€”. Warning: Be sure to use the Portable ...
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ULTRA WASH® Dishwasher Lavavajillas ULTRA WASH® Lave ... 

Lave-vaisselle ULTRA WASH®. Guide d'utilisation et d' ...... décoration des articles antiques, peints à la main ou l'émaillage peut se détériorer. Les dorures ...
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MC Ultra 

vapeur ou de nettoyage manuel des sols, comptoirs, surfaces de travail et murs. • Éviter la contamination des aliments durant l'utilisation ou l'entreposage.
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Ergorapido Ultra+ 

9 aoÃ»t 2010 - Bouton de dÃ©verrouillage de la brosse rotative. 17. Trappe d'accÃ¨s Ã  la brosse rotative. 18. Brosse rotative. 19. Eclairage frontal. 20. Voyant de ...
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ultra flushtm 

TANK COVER. Couvercle du rÃ©servoir. Tapa del tanque ... Part numbers shown in white, see price book for available colors. â€  Les numÃ©ros de piÃ¨ce indiquÃ©s ...
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ultra flushtm 

UL-20-300 SERIES. ULTRA FLUSHTM. ( 1.0 GPF/ 3.8 LPF ) www.gerberonline.com www.gerberonline.ca. UL-20-300†. UL-20-311†. UL-20-317†. UF-21-342†.
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ULTRA 80 

of operating the equipment from a remote AUTO system, or when placed in the â€œMAN.â€� position, ... anode support yoke as illustrated and tighten the set screw in the air duct. ... MATION SYSTEMSâ€� section following for detailed instructions. .... 
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ultra flushtm 

Los nÃºmeros de pieza que figuran aquÃ corresponden a un producto de color blanco; para averiguar por otros colores, consultar la lista de precios. For warranty ...
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MC Ultra 

en garde et les procÃ©dures en matiÃ¨re de premiers secours. Les fiches de sÃ©curitÃ© du ... 2 bouteilles J-FillÂ® de 2,5 L / 84,5 oz. 1:256 www.sealedair.com.
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datasheet general features - RobotShop 

SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITIES. OS. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES. Embedded Linux (32bit x 86. ELF) using custom OpenEm- bedded based distribution.
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features - Cinematography Mailing List 

The Digital Signal Processing (DSP) used in the camera sections allows the use of set-up ... camcorders, i.e. the '709 and the '790 now have 12 bit A/D converters and a new DSP ... Cards can be read or overwritten as many times as you like.
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